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Henry Repeating Arms made waves at the 2019 NRA Annual Meetings & Exhibits with the announcement and release of their Side Gate Lever Action rifle. This model offers the best of both worlds with Henry’s tried-and-true removable magazine tube for convenient unloading and a side loading gate to keep the magazine topped off. This Friends of NRA edition takes the craftsmanship and quality that Henry Repeating Arms is known for to the next level with embellishments from Baron Engraving of Trumbull, CT. This rifle features a hardened brass receiver engraved with a pattern created specifically for Friends of NRA by Master Engraver, Rob Bunting. The left side of the receiver is framed with a double line border with vine and left scroll bracketing the National Rifle Association seal. The right side features a banner that reads, “2020 Friends of NRA Gun of the Year,” and an attractive scroll design with a double line border. The engraving on these rifles uses Baron’s unique sculpted-die process, which retains the brightness and clarity of the hand-engraved master. This limited-edition series features serial numbers ranging from 2020NRA0000 to 2020NRA1145.

The brass accents continue through the rifle with the buttplate and barrel band. The American Walnut furniture is set off by intricate, deep checkering and a fully adjustable semi-buckhorn rear, and ivory bead front sight accompanies the 19.8” round blued steel barrel. Limited to 1,146 units.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Caliber: .45-70
- Barrel Length: 19.8"
- Action: Lever Action Rifle
- Capacity: 4 Rounds
- Receiver Material: Hardened Brass
- Receiver Finish: Polished Brass
- 2020 Friends of NRA Gun of the Year
- Attractive Scroll Design with a Double Line Border
- NRA Serialization
Kimber NRA Protector .45 ACP

Kimber’s NRA Protector .45 ACP Pistol combines precision craftsmanship with hair-splitting accuracy. Complete with a 5” barrel and Kimber’s proprietary KimPro II finish on the slide and frame. High-grade internal parts deliver a lifetime of flawless performance. Full-size eye-catching custom NRA grips, intricate Ztac slide serrations, and a super-smooth finish make the NRA Protector look just as good as it shoots. This attractive pistol comes with NRA seal and “Freedom Protector” engraved on the slide and includes NRA serialization. The custom Kimber NRA Protector is exclusive to 2020 Friends of NRA events and is limited to 1,050 units.

*Not legal in all 50 states

SPECIFICATIONS

- Caliber: .45 ACP
- Barrel Length: 5”
- Capacity: Comes with 8 Round Magazine
- Finish: KimPro II
- Sights: Red Fiber Optic Front Sights
- NRA Seal Engraved On The Right Side Of The Slide And “Freedom Protector” Engraved On The Left Side
- NRA Custom Grips
- NRA Serialization
FosTech Eagle Lite Rifle with Friends of NRA Logo

FosTech’s NRA custom Eagle Lite Rifle is setting a new standard in strength and overall weight of the AR-15 platform. The FosTech Eagle Lite Rifle uses FosTech’s Fighter LITE technology which incorporates a new alloy weighing approximately 30% less than the aluminum components of the past. The savings in weight comes at no cost to the operator, the LITE technology gives you the weight reduction without strength degradation. The custom NRA Eagle Lite Rifle weighs just over 5 lbs, has an NRA serial number, and is engraved with the Friends of NRA Logo on the right side of the mag well. As with all FosTech Products, the NRA custom Eagle Lite Rifle is 100% made in the USA, and features a special edition Tungsten Cerakote finish on the upper, lower, and MACH-1 rail. The FosTech custom NRA Eagle Lite Rifle is the complete package for your AR-15 platform delivering a durable, strong, accurate, and LITE rifle. Limited to 1,050 units.

*Not legal in all 50 states

Weatherby Vanguard Wilderness 6.5-300 Wby with NRA Seal

When you’re covering distances deep in the heart of the big game country, the last thing you need is heavy gear bogging you down. It’s during those hunts that you’ll be glad you’re carrying the Weatherby Vanguard Wilderness, weighing just 6.75 lbs. This rifle chambered in 6.5-300WBY Magnum is a great fit for the outdoor enthusiast who wants a fast, flat-shooting long-range gun. The barrel is 24” of rifled precision that goes SUB-MOA without batting an eye. So despite the light frame, you’ll have confidence that the Vanguard Wilderness is capable of heavyweight impact when it’s time to drop your trophy. The Wilderness contains gray spiderweb accents and NRA seal on the stock. The Weatherby Wilderness in 6.5-300WBY Magnum is the world’s fastest production 6.5 there is, and was created exclusively for 2020 Friends of NRA events. Limited to 1,145 units.

SPECIFICATIONS

- Caliber: .223/5.56
- Action: Semi-Automatic
- Capacity: 30 Round Magazine
- Finish: Special Edition Tungsten Cerakote
- Friends of NRA Logo Embellished on the Side of the Mag Well
- NRA Serialization

SPECIFICATIONS

- Caliber: 6.5-300 Wby
- Barrel: 24”
- Action: Bolt-Action
- Stock: Ultralite Black Synthetic, Gray Spiderwebbing
- Finish: Matte Blue
- NRA Seal
Keystone NRA Crickett® Overwatch Precision Rifle

The Crickett® Overwatch Precision Rifle brings the look of a precision target rifle to a youth shooter-friendly design. This American-made firearm features a thumbhole stock, custom dipped with a bold design incorporating the NRA’s exclusive Overwatch camo finish. Integrated Crickettynny rails on the buttstock and forend make customization easy. Bi-pod, scope with shade, EZ Loader, and eye and ear protection are included to make this a safe and simple first firearm experience. This NRA Mossy Oak Overwatch dip design is exclusive to Friends of NRA events in 2020 and limited to 1,145 units.

Sig Sauer P320 M17 9mm with Friends of NRA Logo

With the same innovation and versatility as the U.S. Army’s new M17, this civilian version Friends of NRA M17 comes standard with SIGLITE front night sights and an optic ready removable night sight rear plate. The slide is coated in the same coyote tan PVD as the military version and it includes the same coyote tan grip module. Each M17 comes standard with a manual thumb safety, two 21 round magazines, and one 17 round magazine. The new P320-M17, chosen by the U.S. Army, is available to Friends of NRA for the first time featuring a laser engraved Friends of NRA logo. Limited to 950 units.

*NNot legal in all 50 states

**SPECIFICATIONS**

Keystone NRA Crickett® Overwatch Precision Rifle

- Caliber: .22 Long Rifle
- Action: Bolt-Action
- Capacity: Single-Shot
- Finish: Exclusive NRA Mossy Oak Overwatch Dipped Stock
- Barrel Length: 16.1”
- NRA Serialization

Sig Sauer P320 M17 9mm with Friends of NRA Logo

- Caliber: 9mm Luger
- Barrel Length: 4.7”
- Action: Semi-Auto
- Capacity: Two 21 Round Magazines and One 17 Round Magazine
- Friends of NRA Logo
**Savage® 301 410 with Friends of NRA Logo**

The Savage® 301 Turkey is a simple and incredibly reliable break-action, single-shot shotgun outfitted specifically for turkey hunting. The 26” barrel features an extra-full choke, optimized for Federal Premium® Heavyweight TSS turkey loads. The bead front sight is compatible with TruGlo® sight systems; and comes with a removable, one-piece accessory rail for attaching an aftermarket optic or red dot sight. The synthetic buttstock and fore-end have a Mossy Oak® Bottomland camo finish, and sling swivel studs; the buttstock comes with a rubber recoil pad. The barrel and receiver feature a non-reflective, matte finish. The lightweight and slim Savage® 301 Turkey Single-Shot Shotgun carries well and handles quickly and comes with Friends of NRA logo engraved on the side of the receiver for optimal customization. The Savage® 301 is exclusive to 2020 Friends of NRA events and is limited to 1,145 units.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Caliber: 410
- Action: Break-Action Shotgun
- Capacity: Single-Shot
- Finish: Mossy Oak® Bottomland Camo
- Barrel Length: 26”
- Includes: Friends of NRA Logo
- NRA Serialization

---

**Kel-Tec KS7 ™ 12 Gauge with Friends of NRA Logo**

The KS7 is designed for many applications, but it lends itself perfectly to home defense, backcountry hiking or anywhere you need a compact 12 gauge shotgun. Its intuitive, simple features, optional Picatinny-style rail, and M-LOK accessory mounting solutions make it very versatile. The new lightweight KS7™ shotgun is bred for quick and easy handling in confined spaces. It measures just 26.1” L with an 18.5” barrel and weighs only 5.9 lbs. unloaded. The KS7 has a 2 ¾” shell capacity of 7+1, and features Kel-Tec™ patented downward shell ejection which makes this shotgun truly ambidextrous. The Kel-Tec KS7™ contains the Friends of NRA logo and custom NRA serialization. Exclusive to 2020 Friends of NRA events and limited to 1,145 units.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Caliber: 12 Gauge
- Barrel Length: 18.5”
- Action: Pump-Action
- Capacity: 7+1
- Finish: Desert Tan
- Friends of NRA Logo
- NRA Serialization
Crystal Bracelet

Dressed up or down, Montana Silversmith’s passion for life and heritage is on full display in the NRA emblazoned sterling silver bracelet. Adorned with a double row of round crystal stones set in bright sterling silver, this classic design will make a statement while you celebrate the spirit of the National Rifle Association. This bracelet has an adjustable clasp making it a perfect fit. Made in the USA exclusively for 2020 Friends of NRA events and limited to 1,130 units.

Tomb of the Unknown Soldier Sculpture

In continuation of our deep appreciation for those who serve: the newest and exclusively commissioned sculpture depicts the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier at Arlington National Cemetery which stands atop a hill overlooking Washington, D.C. This masterpiece is hand-cast with faux bronze and white marble finish. Inscribed on the front white marble sarcophagus are the words, “Here rests in honored glory an American Soldier known but to God;” on the ground are the words: “Honoring and keeping faith with America’s missing servicemen.” Measuring 20" L x 12.5" W, this collectible was created by artist Dennis Franzen and Birchwood Trading Company exclusively for 2020 Friends of NRA events and limited to 1,130 units.

Freedom Shot Necklace

The Freedom Shot Necklace is a powerful piece. Created by Joe Wall Design, this brilliant amulet is an empowering, true-to-size replica of a .308 bullet, cast in solid sterling silver, buffed to a high polish, and coated in white rhodium for a long-lasting luster. With the NRA logo emblazoned on the front, and rifling grooves carved all around, you’ll feel the power of freedom as you adorn yourself with this ballistic masterpiece that will last a lifetime. Don’t miss this stunning piece that is exclusive to 2020 Friends of NRA events and is limited to 1,130 units.
Patriot from Birth Dog Bed Set

Man’s best friend deserves only the best. His loyalty and friendship are rewarded when he lays down on the large dog bed in navy Cordura® fabric with white lettering displaying proudly “Patriot from Birth.” This comfy bed comes complete with a red with white stars dog collar and red leash. Your best friend will show his pride on walks, at the dog park, beach, picnic, or parade with this patriotic set. Created by Birchwood Trading Company exclusively for 2020 Friends of NRA events and limited to 1,130 units.

Faith, Family, Freedom Acrylic Light

Brighten your home or workspace with this Faith, Family, Freedom sign. This American-made piece features an acrylic display that is backlit with a light that sits on a walnut base. This handcrafted piece, measuring 9.5” W x 5.5” H, will make a statement in any room. This item was made in the USA by Van Dyke Innovations and is exclusive to 2020 Friends of NRA events. Limited to 1,130 units.

Red Ryder Team Freedom BB Gun

Just like the one you grew up with, this Friends of NRA Red Ryder features limited edition Red Ryder etching on the receiver, metal cocking lever, engraved “Friends of NRA Team Freedom” on the stock, 650 shot capacity, and a cross-bolt trigger block safety. Perfect for introducing youth to gun safety and the fun and excitement of shooting. Created exclusively for Friends of NRA by Daisy Outdoor Products and limited to 1,130 units. Assembled in the USA.
Bar Set with 30mm A-10 Flask and Shot Glasses

Stock your home bar, man cave, or she-shed with this A-10 Warthog Bar Set! This set includes a genuine 30mm Gau-8 shell casing turned flask, standing at 11.25” W and professionally anodized in matte black, a set of three aluminum shot glasses made from 100% authentic A-10 shell casings, and a handmade solid wood ammo box with easy hang hardware. The A-10 30mm ammunition components are made using genuine, once-fired by and procured from the U.S. Military. Each casing is thoroughly inspected, cleaned, professionally anodized, and contains no chemicals, gunpowder or active primers, making the shot glasses 100% safe for use. These one-of-a-kind products may contain minor blemishes or scratches consistent with their history. Made in the USA by Lucky Shot and limited to 1,130 units.

“Don’t Tread on Me” Bar Stools

Inspired by Patriots of the American Revolution, the image of a rattlesnake with the words “Don’t Tread on Me” dates back to 1775 when it became an early symbol of our nation’s hunger for freedom. The rattlesnake is found in no other quarter of the world besides America; has sharp eyes, and “may, therefore, be esteemed an emblem of vigilance.” The matching set of stools are 30” H, made with commercial grade steel and feature a rounded and padded 360-degree swivel seat, and a black powder-coated 18-gauge steel tube frame. Made in the USA by Richardson Seating exclusively for 2020 Friends of NRA events and is limited to 1,130 units.
**Barrel Wood American Flag**

Designed to honor our country's history, display this piece of patriotism in your home or office. The Classic Cask Barrel Wood American Flag is handcrafted from white oak barrel staves. Each repurposed piece will show its unique marks and easily blends into any décor. The flag dimensions are 12” W x 6” L, and come with a stand branded with “National Rifle Association.” This made in the USA piece was handcrafted by The Heritage Flag Company exclusively for 2020 Friends of NRA events and is limited to 1,130 units.

---

**Blanket with NRA Seal**

Show your support for our right to bear arms with this knit throw featuring the NRA seal. Made from 100% natural cotton, this throw is machine-washable and measures 54” W x 64” L. Proudly made in the USA by Binghamton Knitting Company, Inc. This blanket is exclusive to 2020 Friends of NRA events and is limited to 1,130 units.
Second Amendment *Friends of NRA* Cooler

Perfect for tailgating and overnight camping trips. Proudly made in the USA, the Cordova *Friends of NRA* Second Amendment rotomolded 28-quart cooler’s rugged look is capable of going on any adventure. Limited to 1,130 units and available exclusively at 2020 *Friends of NRA* events.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- Capacity: 28 Quarts - 28 Cans
- Weight: 29 Lbs.

---

*Apron*

Feel like a true grill sergeant with this tactical apron. A chef’s space is an overcrowded one, to say the least, but every tool is essential to the mission. This apron was created with the mission to contain and control all grilling tools and is made out of 1000 denier coated Cordura® Nylon Fabric with a molle system to make it modular. Perfect for storing condiments, grilling utensils, beverages, and even your phone. Machine washable, with five pouches and adjustable side and neck straps for the perfect fit. Made exclusively for 2020 *Friends of NRA* events by AmeriCap USA and limited to 1,130 units. Accessories not included.
**Business Pack with Logo**

Show your *Friends of NRA* pride with Alps Brands Convertible Business Pack. The convertible design of the business pack lets users customize the carry style -- backpack, briefcase or messenger bag -- and the back panel’s pass-through sleeve allows easy attachment to rolling luggage handles. The convertible business pack complete with *Friends of NRA* logo features a large main compartment, padded fleece-lined laptop and tablet sleeves, zippered organization pockets, fleece-lined valuables pocket, and side water bottle pocket. This item is exclusive to 2020 *Friends of NRA* events and is limited to 1,130 units.

**Rifle Case with NRA Logo**

Preserve the quality and finish of your firearm during travel or storage with the Single Long Gun Case. Boyt Harness Company designed these hard gun cases with water-resistant and dust-proof O-ring full-length gaskets for optimal protection against unwanted moisture and debris. With steel powder coated draw latches and steel hinge pins, this Boyt Single 48in Long Rifle Case is a reliable, rugged method to keep your gun safe. The compact build meets the grand majority of standard TSA requirements for easy travel. Egg crate foam cushions the contents within, and the fully padlock compatible design prevents theft or unwanted opening. You can even stack multiple cases to make the most out of your available storage space. The exterior of this special edition case prominently bears the NRA logo. Made in the USA. This item is exclusive to 2020 *Friends of NRA* events and is limited to 1,130 units.

**SPECIFICATIONS**
- **External Dimensions:** 50" L X 12.5" W X 5" H
- **Internal Dimensions:** 48" L X 9" W X 4" H
The story behind “The Attleboro” is a true story of sacrifice and honor. In 1966, the Vietnam War was escalating with operations ever increasing. The conventional war was intensifying with the largest battle up to that point in the war looming on the horizon. In III Corps, Tay Ninh Province, along the Cambodian border just northwest of Saigon Operation Attleboro commenced. Its goal was to find, then destroy the North Vietnamese Army (NVA) and Viet Cong (VC) logistical resources, plus any enemy units operating in the area. Attleboro would slow enemy support and infiltration into the Saigon III Corps area. Among this operation was a very unconventional unit, the III Corps MIKE (Mobile Strike) Force, led by an Army Special Forces (SF) Team and manned by ethnic Chinese Nung soldiers.

The Attleboro knife is a combat utility knife designed by retired U.S. Special Forces operators to commemorate the ultimate sacrifice made by Army Special Forces MSG William B. Hunt and to honor all the military members involved in Operation Attleboro during the Vietnam War. His heroic actions during the battle saved lives, but he was wounded and lost. He was declared Missing In Action for ten years with the Army declaring a presumptive death in 1976. With this profound history in mind, we bring to you, the “Attleboro”.

The Attleboro knife has an American made stainless S-35VN blade in a spear point design with an aggressive top swedge, black graphite cerakote coating on the blade, and Friends of NRA logo on the tactical grip. The blade has unique slanted serrations for better cutting and a large hollow grind for a precise cutting angle. Each knife comes with a certificate and a special challenge coin. This collectible is 100% American made by Attleboro Knives exclusively for 2020 Friends of NRA events and is limited to 1,130 units.

**SPECIFICATIONS**

- **Blade Size:** 4 ½ L” / **Total Size:** 9 ¾ L”
- **Blade Material:** Stainless CPM S35 VN Steel with Graphite Black Cerakote and Partial Serrations - 55-57 RC
- **Handle:** Black Canvas Micarta – Contoured with Friends of NRA Logo
- **Sheath:** Black Kydex with Teklock Belt Attachment
- **Weight:** 6.2 oz.
Wheeled Carry-on with Logo

Travel in style, from an overnight business trip to a weekend getaway. The wheeled carry-on luggage by Alps Brand features a durable, sleek construction with a spacious main compartment, mesh zippered pocket, locking telescoping handle, and exterior pockets complete with Friends of NRA logo for additional organization. The wheeled carry-on provides all the conveniences the modern traveler needs. This item is exclusive to 2020 Friends of NRA events and pairs nicely with the matching business pack. Limited to 1,130 units.

Pistol Case with NRA Logo

This tough H-Series case from Boyt Harness Company is purpose-built for firearm use, designed and engineered to meet or exceed law enforcement, military, and airline standards. This case features 120D no-break polypropylene construction, powder-coated draw latches, dustproof and waterproof, with steel hinge pins, is padlock compatible, has an air pressure relief valve, and includes a lifetime warranty. The exterior of this special edition case prominently bears the NRA logo and is made in the USA. This item is exclusive to 2020 Friends of NRA events and is limited to 1,130 units.

SPECIFICATIONS

- External Dimensions: 13" L x 11" W x 6" H
- Internal Dimensions: 11" L x 8" W x 5.25" H

Tomahawk with NRA Sheath

Uniquely American, the Tomahawk originated in North America as a single-handed ax. Tomahawks were general-purpose tools used by Native Americans and later the European colonials with whom they traded, and often employed as a hand-to-hand or a thrown weapon. Made in the USA of high carbon steel, this is the finest target throwing Tomahawk available. This Tomahawk is complete with a Tennessee hickory flame hardened and lacquered handle and leather sheath containing the NRA logo. “Stick with the Winner” instruction book also included to complete this package. Created exclusively for 2020 Friends of NRA events by The Hawken Shop and limited to 1,130 units.
**Freedom Field Knife**

The Freedom Field Knife by SILVER STAG is a skillfully hand-crafted, fixed-blade knife made of durable D2 high carbon steel in a full tang design. The 4.25” blade emerges from an authentic elk antler which is shaped and polished for comfort, balance, and beauty. The handle is enhanced with the *Friends of NRA* logo to make this a custom piece to add to your collection, or use in your deer and game processing. This exclusive knife comes with a handmade leather cowhide sheath that can be worn vertically or horizontally on your belt. Made in the USA exclusively for *Friends of NRA*. This item is limited to 1,130 units and includes a limited lifetime warranty.

**Crossfire® Scope with NRA Logo**

The Vortex® Crossfire® II 4-12x44mm Rifle Scope is a highly precise rifle scope for hunters and tactical operators. This powerful Vortex rifle scope gives you the versatility of variable zoom magnification from 4x to 12x, giving you dynamic flexibility when it comes to choosing your shooting location. Fully multi-coated lenses on the rifle scope allow you to shoot precisely at dawn or dusk, thanks to its high light transmission rates, and the fast focus eyepiece that allows you to acquire targets quickly and keep the reticle in focus at all times. Making adjustments with the Crossfire® II 4-12x Variable Zoom Riflescope is easy with the tactile windage and elevation knobs, which can easily be reset to zero after sighting for great repeatability. The Crossfire® II is waterproof, fog-proof, and shock-proof, and the one-piece aluminum tube is finished with a hard-cased anodized matte black color to reduce position-betraying glint from the tube. This package includes the Vortex® Crossfire® II 4-12x44mm with NRA logo on the scope, 1” Medium Ring Set, and a Men’s Vortex Fitted Black Out Cap. Created exclusively for 2020 *Friends of NRA* events and limited to 1,130 units.

**Crossfire® Binoculars with NRA Logo**

Trust your vision on the next hunt to the *Friends of NRA* Vortex® Crossfire® 10x42 Binoculars. The Crossfire® Binoculars have a high-performing optical system and are designed to be ergonomic, durable, and affordable. Fully multi-coated lenses promote impressive optical quality, while a wide field of view and enhanced depth of field ensure optimal subject acquisition. O-ring seals prevent moisture, dust, and debris from penetrating the binocular for reliable performance in all environments. Fogproof Nitrogen gas purging prevents internal fogging over a wide range of temperatures. Rubber armor provides a secure, non-slip grip, and durable external protection. Complete with NRA logo, the Crossfire Binoculars were created exclusively for 2020 *Friends of NRA* events by Vortex Optical and is limited to 1,130 units.
**Hometown Heroes**

A striking visual display by beloved and highly acclaimed artist David Graham. Bright colors set off the collage of images depicting the sacrifice our first responders make. Double matted and framed in 13.5” H x 18.5” W rich espresso walnut, this piece of art will make a beautiful addition to your décor. Created exclusively for 2020 Friends of NRA events and framed by Made in USA Framing LLC, this print is limited to 1,130 units.

**Blue Lives Matter**

A sentiment to the men and women in law enforcement, artist David Graham captures the true meaning of “Honor and Serve.” This vivid print will make a statement in your home or office. This piece is double matted and framed in 16” H x 20” W beautiful espresso walnut. Created exclusively for 2020 Friends of NRA events and framed by Made in USA Framing LLC, this print is limited to 1,130 units.

**From the Artist:**

I took some creative liberty in Blue Lives Matter and Hometown Heroes. I started thinking that it would be cool to tie together generations of those who have served in law enforcement. So I used an old photograph from 1938 of my grandfather, who was a New Mexico State Police officer before he served in WWII. Then I connected him with a modern-day equivalent of a state trooper using the thin blue line. I added the U.S. map lit up at night in order to add to the storyline of the U.S. border and communities that both law enforcement and border patrol protect. ~David Graham, Artist
“We the People” Guitar Signed by Ted Nugent

Freedom-loving enthusiasts will covet this one-of-a-kind collector’s guitar covered in the words of Independence, “We the People,” and signed by hard rocker Ted Nugent. Nugent has served on the NRA Board of Directors since 1995 and is well known for his avid support of gun rights in the United States. This full-size Dreadnought Acoustic Guitar features a spruce top and mahogany back and sides and is finished off with nickel silver frets and die-cast turners. This highly collectible designed in the USA piece will have you showing your pride in the Red, White and Blue. Created exclusively for 2020 Friends of NRA events by SHS International and limited to 1,200 units. Includes a certificate of authenticity.
Thank you to all the vendors featured in this catalog. The 2020 Friends of NRA Standard Merchandise Package would not be possible without the support of all the vendors featured in this catalog.
Established in 1990, The NRA Foundation, Inc. (“NRA Foundation”) is a 501 (c)(3) tax-exempt organization that raises tax-deductible contributions in support of a wide range of firearm-related public interest activities of the National Rifle Association of America and other organizations that defend and foster the Second Amendment rights of all law-abiding Americans. These activities are designed to promote firearms and hunting safety, to enhance marksmanship skills of those participating in the shooting sports, and to educate the general public about firearms in their historic, technological and artistic context. Funds granted by The NRA Foundation benefit a variety of constituencies throughout the United States including children, youth, and women, individuals with physical disabilities, gun collectors, law enforcement officers, hunters and competitive shooters.

The Friends of NRA fundraising program was established in October 1992 to raise funds in support of this mission. True to the tradition of the original town meetings, and organized by community volunteers from every walk of life, Friends of NRA events provide participants an opportunity to support the charitable goals of The NRA Foundation and enjoy the camaraderie of other law-abiding gun owners.